The crystalline-like structure of the optic lobes of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has made them a model system for the study of neuronal cell-fate determination, axonal path finding, and target selection. For functional studies, however, the small size of the constituting visual interneurons has so far presented a formidable barrier. We have overcome this problem by establishing in vivo whole-cell recordings [1] from genetically targeted visual interneurons of Drosophila. Here, we describe the response properties of six motionsensitive large-field neurons in the lobula plate that form a network consisting of individually identifiable, directionally selective cells most sensitive to vertical image motion (VS cells [2, 3] ). Individual VS cell responses to visual motion stimuli exhibit all the characteristics that are indicative of presynaptic input from elementary motion detectors of the correlation type [4, 5] . Different VS cells possess distinct receptive fields that are arranged sequentially along the eye's azimuth, corresponding to their characteristic cellular morphology and position within the retinotopically organized lobula plate. In addition, lateral connections between individual VS cells cause strongly overlapping receptive fields that are wider than expected from their dendritic input. Our results suggest that motion vision in different dipteran fly species is accomplished in similar circuitries and according to common algorithmic rules. The underlying neural mechanisms of population coding within the VS cell network and of elementary motion detection, respectively, can now be analyzed by the combination of electrophysiology and genetic intervention in Drosophila.
The crystalline-like structure of the optic lobes of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has made them a model system for the study of neuronal cell-fate determination, axonal path finding, and target selection. For functional studies, however, the small size of the constituting visual interneurons has so far presented a formidable barrier. We have overcome this problem by establishing in vivo whole-cell recordings [1] from genetically targeted visual interneurons of Drosophila. Here, we describe the response properties of six motionsensitive large-field neurons in the lobula plate that form a network consisting of individually identifiable, directionally selective cells most sensitive to vertical image motion (VS cells [2, 3] ). Individual VS cell responses to visual motion stimuli exhibit all the characteristics that are indicative of presynaptic input from elementary motion detectors of the correlation type [4, 5] . Different VS cells possess distinct receptive fields that are arranged sequentially along the eye's azimuth, corresponding to their characteristic cellular morphology and position within the retinotopically organized lobula plate. In addition, lateral connections between individual VS cells cause strongly overlapping receptive fields that are wider than expected from their dendritic input. Our results suggest that motion vision in different dipteran fly species is accomplished in similar circuitries and according to common algorithmic rules. The underlying neural mechanisms of population coding within the VS cell network and of elementary motion detection, respectively, can now be analyzed by the combination of electrophysiology and genetic intervention in Drosophila.
Results and Discussion
Motion vision in the Drosophila visual system has been considered an ideal model system for addressing the fundamental rules of information processing in neural networks. This notion is based on genetic amenability that meets a crystalline-like organization of the neural lattice. Moreover, experiments can be guided by a conceptually advanced theoretical background: Precisely defined visual stimuli are being used in experiments [6] that can be fed into a well-established computational model [4] . Following the latter idea, cellular responses of giant motion-sensitive cells within the lobula plate of large flies have been extensively analyzed [7] . However, these experiments were at some point limited by the lack of elaborated genetic tools in large flies, whereas in Drosophila, similar experiments were thus far hampered by difficulties in the recording from identified neurons in the intact animal during visual stimulation. Inspired by the detailed findings in large flies, we focused on experiments suitable to address important aspects of visual motion detection, such as direction selectivity and orientation tuning (Figure 1) , recently described receptive-field organization and computations within the VS cell network [8] [9] [10] (Figure 2) , and various hallmarks of the correlation-type model of motion detection (Figures 3 and 4) . We reproduced these findings in Drosophila and demonstrate that it is now possible to combine functional cellular approaches with the rich repertoire of genetic techniques established in many other studies. This combination promises important insights into the neural circuitry underlying elementary motion detection in columnar neurons of the second visual ganglion and the medulla, as well as information processing within the VS cell network of the lobula plate.
Whole-Cell Patch Recordings Reveal Six Motion-Sensitive Drosophila VS Cells, VS1-VS6 Recently, it has been shown that individual neurons in Drosophila are accessible to whole-cell patch-clamp recording [1] . Following this approach, we report the first single-unit recordings of motion-sensitive, individually identified Drosophila visual interneurons ( Figure 1A , see Experimental Procedures). Because the preparation prevents the use of high-contrast optics (like differential-interference contrast), we used the Gal4-UAS system [11] and water-immersion optics to fluorescently target a small population of tangential cells within the third visual ganglion of the optic lobe, the lobula plate (DB331-Gal4/UAS-YC3.3) ( Figure 1B ). On the basis of their morphological similarities to the corresponding lobula-plate tangential cells in Calliphora [7, 12, 13] these neurons have previously been characterized in fruit flies as three HS cells (HSS cell: large white arrowhead) and six more posterior VS cells (small white arrowheads) [2, 3, 14, 15] . Drosophila VS cells extend their closely intermingled axonal projections ( Figure 1B , white arrow) to the central brain and possess large dendrites that span large parts of the lobula plate tangentially. The six VS cell dendrites tile the lobula plate sequentially ( Figure 1B , white arrowheads; see also Figures 1C and 2B) with partially overlapping dendritic fields.
In a first set of experiments, we investigated direction selectivity and orientation tuning in the six anatomically described Drosophila VS cells. We added a red fluorescent dye to the intracellular solution and directed the electrode toward green fluorescent cells. Stable whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were only feasible from cell bodies, but cell bodies were not clearly visible in neurons that expressed cytosolic YC3.3 ( Figure 1B ). Thus we facilitated visually guided patch-clamp recordings by expression of a green fluorescent marker (DB331-Gal4/UAS-mCD8-TN-XL-8aa; see the Supplemental Data available online) that predominantly highlights somata ( Figure 1C ). With this marker, recordings were obtained from more than 100 VS cells, all individually identified from dye fills subsequent to the recording ( Figure 1C ; see Experimental Procedures). VS cells revealed an input resistance of 30-40 MU *Correspondence: borst@neuro.mpg.de and a resting potential of about 245 mV (255 mV when corrected for the liquid junction potential) and showed spontaneous fast membrane fluctuations even in the absence of moving visual stimuli. During the presentation of vertically moving periodic gratings (velocity v = 50 /s, spatial wavelength l = 44 , as seen by the fly), all VS cells exhibited directionally selective responses, such as shown for a VS1 cell ( Figure 1D , Figure S1 ). Upward motion (ND = null direction) and downward motion (PD = preferred direction) of a periodic horizontal grating elicited a graded hyperpolarization and depolarization of the membrane potential, respectively, superimposed by small action potentials of irregular amplitude that can probably be attributed to TTXsensitive fast voltage-activated sodium currents ( Figure S2 ). These fast events were reduced in frequency and amplitude during upward motion and increased during downward motion ( Figure 1D , Figure S1 ). Presentation of large-field grating motion in eight different directions and four different orientations separated by 45 ( Figure 1E ) revealed that all six VS cell types were indistinguishably sensitive to large-field stimuli moving along the vertical axis of the animal; hence the responses of different VS cell types were pooled (n = 16, v = 25 /s, l = 25 ).
Receptive Field Organization and Evidence for a Drosophila VS Cell Network Because the fly visual system is organized retinotopically, the visual surround is mapped onto the individual VS cell dendrites by their connections to presynaptic columnar elements [15] . Six VS cells (VS1-VS6) have consistently been described in Drosophila [2, 3, 14, 15], and each facet eye looks at w180 elevation and w180 azimuth [16] . With an estimated dendritic overlap of 50% between adjacent cells, each cell is supposed to sample local motion detectors from maximally about 60 along the azimuth and almost 180 elevation. However, the architecture of the receptive fields might be more complex as shown in Calliphora, where the visual surround is indeed mapped onto the ten VS cell dendrites in precisely this way, yet the extent of the VS cell receptive fields along the azimuth is much broader [8, 17, 18] . This prompted us to analyze how vertical motion in different areas of the visual surround of the fly is represented by the six Drosophila VS cells. A small bar of 6 width was moved up-and downward in the ventral field of view from 0 to 250 ventrally at 28 different positions along the azimuth from 260 on the contralateral side to +105 on the ipsilateral side (0 = frontal) ( Figure S3 ). The mean normalized response (PD minus ND) of each cell at each position of the moving bar was averaged for VS cells of the same cell type (n = 4, 6, 9, 5, 5, and 2 cells, respectively, for VS1-VS6). Dye fills allowed unequivocal identification of different VS cells (Figure 2A ) on the basis of their distinct dendritic branching pattern [2, 3] . Plotting the normalized responses for each cell type ( Figure 2B ) as a function of the azimuth shows (1) that each Drosophila VS cell type possesses its distinct receptive field; (2) that the receptive-field centers of the different VS cells are sequentially arranged along the azimuth with VS1 being most frontal and VS6 most lateral ( Figure 2B ) (note, however, that we could not characterize the receptive field in the dorsal part of the eye because of the arrangement of the fly in the recording setup [ Figure 1A ]); and (3) that the receptive fields of VS cells cover more than 100 of visual space along the azimuth (half-width of about 80 ), which is much wider than expected (see above). Only the position of the receptive-field center is determined by the position of the dendrite whereas the width of their receptive fields seems to be affected by other factors, too.
The width and overlap of VS cell receptive fields as described in Calliphora [8, 9, 17, 18] might represent a common organization principle for dipteran VS cells. According to this view, VS cells partially inherit their receptive fields from their immediate VS cell neighbors. The emerging VS cell network is endowed with intricate computational properties [10, 19] where electrical synapses to neighboring VS cells play a key role. We investigated possible electric coupling in Drosophila VS cells indirectly by perfusion of an individual VS cell with a mixture of two different dyes, Alexa-568 and Neurobiotin, loaded via the same patch pipette ( Figure 2C ). As in all other experiments, Alexa-568 never spread to other cells but remained restricted to the recorded one. This allowed the immediate identification of the patched neuron. After fixation and labeling of Neurobiotin via Streptavidin-Alexa-568, the diffusion of Neurobiotin to other neurons within the lobula plate or the lateral protocerebrum was detected in all trials (n = 15, all types of VS cells analyzed). Typically, Neurobiotin labeled the immediate neighbors of the perfused VS cell. In Figure 2C , the axons and basal dendrites of four VS cells neighboring to the patched VS6 neuron are strongly labeled (white arrow), and additional labeling was observed in cell bodies within the cortex of the lobula plate (white arrowheads). Thus, VS cells in Drosophila show dye coupling, providing indirect evidence for electric coupling between neighboring VS cells as the basis for their large receptive fields [20] .
Computational Structure of the Presynaptic Motion-Detection Circuitry
Directionally selective responses in insects are computed locally and in parallel from the changing retinal brightness distribution [4, 5, 21] by correlating, at each image location, the brightness values as derived from neighboring photoreceptor signals after asymmetric temporal filtering. Doing this twice in a mirror-symmetrical fashion and subtracting the output signals of both subunits leads to a fully directional output signal. As a hallmark of such a computation, the response of the animal to a drifting sine grating is expected to show a velocity optimum, which is a linear function of the pattern wavelength resulting in a constant temporal-frequency optimum. This has been found to hold true in behavioral experiments on the beetle Chlorophanus [21] , the honeybee Apis [22] , and the housefly Musca [23, 24] , as well as in Drosophila [6, 25, 26] . Subsequent work in the blowflies Phaenicia and Calliphora confirmed that, among other predictions of the Reichardt model [27, 28] , this response feature is fully retained, too, in large-field motion-sensitive neurons in the lobula plate [29, 30] . Thus we measured the velocity dependence at different spatial wavelengths presenting sine gratings at spatial Figure 3A) . When plotted as function of the temporal frequency ( Figure 3B ), both curves coincide with the same response optimum at 1 Hz. This finding makes a strong argument for elementary motion detectors of the correlation type providing input to VS cells in Drosophila.
Characteristic step-response transients elicited by the abrupt onset of motion represent another key feature of the presynaptic motion-detection circuitry [31, 32] . In Calliphora, this step-response consists of initial transient oscillations followed by a plateau-like steady-state response. The initial oscillations are imposed by the frequency of brightness changes of the pattern and do not reflect intrinsic oscillatory dynamics of the neural circuitry. However, both components depend on features of the visual stimulus itself and precisely match model calculations based on a correlation-type detector model [33] . We analyzed step responses in VS cells of Drosophila ( Figure 3C ). Prior to the onset of grating motion, either an identical stationary grating (l = 50 , Figure 3C ) or an isoluminant homogeneous screen ( Figure 3D ) was presented to the flies. After 4 s, the grating started moving abruptly at a velocity of 150 /s corresponding to a temporal frequency of 3 Hz, which allowed detection of several oscillation cycles. With both types of prestimulus conditions, experiments were performed at 85%, 28%, and 14% pattern contrast (black, red, and green recording traces, respectively, in Figures 3C and  3D) . When starting from a stationary grating, the response oscillated at 3 Hz ( Figure 3C ). The oscillations lasted for several seconds, and their amplitude depended on the pattern contrast: With increasing contrast, the oscillations were damped more quickly and gave way to the underlying steady-state response. When a homogeneous green screen was presented before the onset of grating movement ( Figure 3D ), the oscillations tended to have much smaller amplitudes. Small remaining oscillations can most likely be attributed to the limited spatial resolution of the LED arena. As expected, under these conditions the steady-state component showed a similar positive dependence on pattern contrast. The responses of all experiments were used to calculate the power spectra of the recordings taken at both prestimulus conditions (lower panels in Figures 3C and 3D) . With the grating presented prior to motion, VS cell responses oscillated with 3-fold-higher power at the fundamental frequency of the moving grating (3 Hz) compared to the homogeneous screen as starting condition. These results are in line with the step responses measured in Calliphora tangential cells [32] and can be precisely simulated in a correlation-type model of elementary motion detection that includes two temporal filters [33] . Adaptation of the time constant of a high-pass filter in the cross-arms of the detector can fully reproduce these results, whereas other models or versions of motion detectors fail.
One prerequisite of a directionally selective neuron is its capability to encode the direction of image motion independent of the sign of contrast. We investigated this property by presenting either a black bar moving on a bright background or a bright bar moving on a black background ( Figure 4A ). In the different VS cell types, upward and downward motion of the bar was always reported by hyperpolarization and depolarization of the membrane potential, respectively, independent of the sign of contrast. As a further test for the Reichardt model, we studied the contrast dependence of the VS cell response. Because of the multiplication of luminance values, a quadratic-contrast dependence of individual correlation-type motion detectors is expected in principle [27] . However, as analyzed in all species so far, such a quadratic-contrast , black: l = 44 ). At each stimulus velocity, the first 500 ms of the recording trace after motion onset was normalized to the maximum response. Each cell was measured at least four times for each stimulus condition; asterisks indicate the maximum of the mean response. Data of VS1-VS4 cells are averaged; n = 9 and 10 cells, respectively, mean 6 SEM. dependence is found for small contrasts only (contrast < 10%); for higher contrast levels, the response strongly saturates [6, 34] . We observed a similar saturation nonlinearity in Drosophila VS cells when flies were stimulated with a periodic grating drifting at 1 Hz temporal frequency at four different contrast levels (10%, 40%, 75%, and 100%). The response increased with increasing pattern contrast and showed clear signs of saturation at high luminance contrast ( Figure 4B ). In agreement with behavioral studies on the optomotor response in Drosophila [6] , the half-maximum response was reached at about 24% luminance contrast.
Lastly, we elucidated the final step in local motion detection, i.e., the subtraction of local motion detectors with opposite preferred direction. If this subtraction stage was presynaptic to the dendrites of VS cells (alternative 1), a single type of fully directional input would be expected. The synaptic transmitter release of this input would be up-and downregulated according to preferred or null direction motion. If the subtraction stage was realized on the dendrites of VS cells themselves (alternative 2), two types of inputs with opposite preferred direction should provide inhibitory and excitatory input to the VS cell dendrites, respectively. One can decide between these two alternatives in various ways, all of which have been done in tangential cells of Calliphora and all of which provide evidence for the latter situation [35] [36] [37] . We recorded from VS cells in current-clamp mode and injected DC current while presenting periodic grating motion in preferred and null direction ( Figure 4C ). If alternative 1 holds true, injection of constant current should affect both preferred and null direction response similarly by shifting the membrane potential away from the synaptic reversal potential. If, however, ) was moved at constant speed and a temporal frequency of 1 Hz. The normalized response of VS cells increases with increasing pattern contrast and exhibited a saturation characteristic with a half-maximum response at 24% pattern contrast (n = 10, mean 6 SEM). (C) Recording traces of a VS cell in current clamp during PD and ND motion reveal that responses evoked by grating motion depend on the magnitude and polarity of the injected current. Current was injected permanently (+0.5, 0, and 20.5 nA) while the pattern moved upward or downward. Grating motion is indicated by the black line underneath the traces. In (A) and (C), 14 and 10 cells, respectively, were analyzed; in all panels, data were pooled from VS1-VS4. alternative 2 is realized, hyperpolarizing the postsynaptic cell should decrease the null direction response by reducing the driving force and, at the same time, increase the preferred direction response by increasing the driving force. Injection of depolarizing current would cause the opposite. Injection of 20.5 nA eliminated the hyperpolarization during null-direction motion completely whereas the preferred direction response became larger. Depolarizing current injection of + 0.5 nA increased the amplitude of the null-direction motion response whereas the amplitude of the graded depolarization and the small action potentials during preferred direction motion was decreased. These findings provide evidence that VS cells in Drosophila receive input from two types of local, motion-sensitive elements: one excitatory tuned to downward motion, one inhibitory tuned to upward motion. Thus, in terms of the computational structure described above, the subtraction stage of the correlation-type motion detector is implemented as a push-pull mechanism between excitatory and inhibitory inputs on the dendrites of VS cells in Drosophila.
In summary, we established Drosophila melanogaster as a model system for the cellular analysis of visual motion detection and provide the first account on Drosophila VS cell response properties. By reproducing knowledge in Drosophila VS cells that was originally obtained in large flies like Calliphora, we suggest that (1) uniform neural mechanisms of visual motion processing exist across different dipteran species, (2) Drosophila qualifies for the analysis of population coding within the VS cell network, and (3) Drosophila allows the unravelling of the neural implementation of elementary motion detection in columnar neurons of the medulla. This can be achieved by combining the expression of genetic tools, which allows the activation or inactivation of neural function [38, 39] in genetically targeted columnar neurons, with the recording from VS cells during visual stimulation.
Experimental Procedures Flies
Flies were raised on standard cornmeal-agar medium with a 12 hr light/12 hr dark cycle, 25 C, and 60% humidity. We used female experimental flies, one day after eclosion. The DB331-Gal4 line (kindly provided by R. Stocker, Fribourg, Switzerland) was used to express Gal4 mostly in tangential cells and a few unidentified columnar neurons. UAS-YC3.3 was used in Figure 1B to highlight entire cells by cytosolic expression of the reporter molecule. In all other experiments, UAS-mCD8-TN-XL-8aa was used to predominantly stain cell bodies (see Supplemental Data).
Preparation
Flies were anesthetized on ice and waxed on a Plexiglas holder with beeswax. The head was bent down to expose the caudal backside of the head ( Figure 1A) , and the extended proboscis was fixed. Occasionally, wax was put on the thorax and parts of the contralateral eye to stabilize the preparation. Aluminum foil with a hole of w1-2 mm sustained by a ring-shaped metal holder was placed on top of the fly such that thorax and head fit tightly into the hole. The aluminum foil separated the upper wet part (covered with ringer solution [1] ) of the preparation from the lower dry part. The foil was aligned to the most dorsal omatidia located in the dorsal rim area. Water-immersion optics was used from above, and visual patterns (see below) were presented to dry and intact facette eyes. A small window was cut into the backside of the head, and during mild protease treatment (protease XIV, E.C.3.4.24.31, Sigma, Steinheim, Germany; 1 mg/ml, max 3 min), the neurolemma was partially digested and the main tracheal branches and fat body were removed. The protease was rinsed off carefully and replaced by ringer solution. A ringer-filled cleaning electrode (tip w4 mm) was used to remove the extracellular matrix and to expose the VS cell somata for recording.
Visually Guided Whole-Cell Recording
Genetically labeled green fluorescent VS cell somata covered by ringer solution [1] were approached with a patch electrode filled with a red fluorescent dye (intracellular solution as in [40] , containing additional 5 mM Spermine and 30 mM Alexa-Fluor-568-hydrazide-Na, Molecular Probes, adjusted to pH = 7.3). Recordings were established under visual control with a 403 water-immersion objective (LumplanF, Olympus), a Zeiss Microscope (Axiotech vario 100, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), fluorescence excitation (100 W fluorescence lamp, heat filter, neutral-density filter OD 0.3; all from Zeiss, Germany), and a dual-band filter set (EGFP/DsRed, Chroma Technology, Vermont). During the recordings, the fluorescence excitation was shut off to prevent blinding of the fly. Patch electrodes of 5-7 MU resistance (thin wall, filament, 1.5 mm, WPI, Florida, USA) were pulled on a Sutter-P97 (Sutter Instrument Company, California, USA). A reference electrode (Ag-AgCl) was immerged in the extracellular saline (pH 7.3, 1.5 mM CaCl 2, no sucrose). Signals were recorded on an NPI BA-1S Bridge Amplifier (NPI Electronics GmbH, Tamm, Germany), low-pass filtered at 3 kHz, and digitized at 10 kHz via a digital-to-analog converter (PCI-DAS6025, Measurement Computing, Massachusetts, USA) with Matlab (Vers. 7.3.0.267, Mathworks, Massachusetts, USA). After the recording, several images of each Alexa-filled LPTC were taken at different depths along the z axis (HQ-filter-set Alexa-568, Chroma Technology) with a CCD camera (Spot Pursuit 1.4 Megapixel, Visitron Systems GmbH, Puchheim, Germany). These images allowed anatomical identification of the recorded cell on the basis of their characteristic branching patterns. Additionally, cells were digitized by confocal fluorescence microscopy (see next section). The precise position of the fly's head was controlled with the deep pseudo-pupil technique [41] . Deviations of more than 5
were corrected during the data analysis.
Confocal Microscopy
Serial optical sections were taken from recorded VS cells in the intact preparation with a Leica confocal microscope (TCSNT, Leica) and a 403 waterimmersion objective (LUMPlanF, Olympus). Images were taken at 1 mm intervals and 1024 3 1024 pixel resolution. Size, contrast, and brightness of the resulting image stacks were adjusted with ImageJ (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij).
Neurobiotin Coupling VS cells were targeted and perfused with patch electrodes as described above. Three percent Neurobiotin (Vector Labs, Burlingame) was added to the intracellular solution. Neurobiotin and Alexa Fluor-568 were coinjected via 60.5 nA current pulses for up to 10 min. For initial identification, the perfused individual VS cell was imaged with the fluorescence microscope and CCD camera described above. For Streptavidin staining, brains were fixed in 4% PFA (40 min), washed in PBT (45-60 min; PBT: PBS, including 1% Triton X-100, pH 7.2), and incubated in PBT including 2% normal goat serum (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; G9023). Streptavidin Alexa Fluor-568 conjugate (Invitrogen) was added at 1:100 overnight (4 C). Streptavidin was removed by several washing steps (5 3 20 min in PBT) and followed by final washing steps in PBS (5 3 20 min). The stained brains were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, California, USA) and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Perfusion of a single VS cell never resulted in more than one Alexa-568-filled cell. Only after labeling of Neurobiotin with Streptavidin-Alexa-568 conjugate did other cells light up. The second red label was used to prevent spectral overlap with the green fluorescence of genetically labeled neurons.
Visual Stimulation
Two custom-built LED arenas allowed refresh rates of up to w550 Hz and 16 intensity levels. They covered 170
(1.9 resolution) and 180 (3.2 resolution) of the horizontal visual field, respectively. The LED arenas were engineered and modified based on the open-source information of the Dickinson Laboratory (http://www.dickinson.caltech.edu/panelspage). The first LED array consists of 7 3 4 individual TA08-81GWA dot-matrix displays (Kingbright, California, USA), each harboring 8 3 8 individual green (568 nm) LEDs. The second arena consists of 11 3 8 BM-10288MD dot-matrix displays, each again housing 8 3 8 green (568 nm) LEDs. In both implementations, each dot-matrix display is controlled by an ATmega168 microcontroller (Atmel, California, USA) combined with a ULN2804 line driver (Toshiba America, New York, USA) acting as a current sink. All panels are in turn controlled via an I 2 C interface by an ATmega128 (Atmel)-based main controller board, which reads in pattern information from a compact flash (CF) memory card. Matlab was used for programming and generation of the patterns as well as for sending the serial command sequences via RS-232 to the main controller board. The luminance range of the stimuli was 0.5-8 cd/m 2 for investigation of step responses and 0-8 cd/m 2 in all other experiments.
Data Analysis
Data were acquired and analyzed with the data acquisition and analysis toolboxes of Matlab. Receptive fields were calculated by binning the responses of single VS cells to vertical stimulation (w5 elevation and w6 azimuth) and subtracting the mean response during null direction from the mean response during preferred direction motion. The data of each individually identified cell were normalized to the maximum response. The projection of the receptive field on the azimuth was calculated for each VS cell individually by averaging the binned responses at the different elevations at each position along the azimuth. Contrast was calculated as (I max 2 I min )/(I max + I min ) with an absolute I min and I max of 0 and 8 cd/m 2 , respectively.
Supplemental Data
Additional Experimental Procedures and three figures are available online at http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/18/5/368/DC1/.
